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Crystalline Polymers in Nanoscale 1D Spatial
Confinement

A peculiar crystalline texture under confinement, a trilayer syndio-
tactic polypropylene (sPP) crystalline morphology in-between vitri-
fied polystyrene (PS) confinement in the polystyrene-b-syndiotactic
polypropylene (PS-sPP) diblock copolymers, was observed by trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). The sPP crystals under confine-
ment formed perpendicular morphology having crystalline chains
normal to the microphase-separated lamellae, as evidenced by
two-dimensional small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide-
angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). On the basis of simple geometric
argument and the crystallinity value, the sPP molecular chains in
crystalline phase roughly appear as three-chain-traverse crystalline
lamellae near the edge of sPP microdomain and one and a half
chain-traverse crystalline lamellae in the middle of sPP micro-
domain for one single sPP chain. In addition, a series of semi-crys-
talline block copolymers, poly(4-vinylpyridine)-b-poly(ε-caprolac-
tone) (P4VP-PCL), with lamellar microstructure have been synthe-
sized. Simply by varying the molecular weight of the block copoly-
mer, namely the confined size, polymeric crystallization can be tai-
lored in the one-dimensional confinement. Consequently, discrete
crystalline granules were generated through homogeneous nucle-
ation, namely a single nucleus within one granule. Also, crystal grow-
th was altered from specific to random orientation with respect to
the interface between the crystalline and amorphous domains in
the copolymers. These results thus serve as model systems to ana-
lyze the impact of confined size in 1D spatial confinement on the crys-
tallization of polymers.

Crystallization behavior under nanoscale spatial confinement has
drawn extensive studies in recent years due to the prerequisite for the
basic understanding of crystallization in the applications of nanotech-
nologies. Owing to their representative characters for crystallization
under confinement, the crystallization behavior of semicrystalline block
copolymers has thus been thoroughly examined. The final crystalline
morphology was found to be strongly dependent upon the experimen-
tal temperature, with respect to the order-disorder transition tempera-
ture (TODT), the crystallization temperature of the crystallizing block (Tc

c),
the glass transition of amorphous block (Tg

a), and the crystallization rate.
In other words, the final morphology result from the competition between
crystallization and microphase separation, and can be justified in accor-
dance with the ratio of segregation strength of microphase separation at
Tc and at TODT. In addition, the ordered nanostructure can be preserved
due to the vitrified microdomains of amorphous blocks for systems with
TODT > Tg

a > Tc
c (this is a hard confinement for crystallization). By con-

trast, if TODT > Tc
c ≥ Tg

a, the effect of crystallization on the morphological
changes becomes more complicated (this is a soft confinement).
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Trilayer crystalline Lamellar Morphology under 
Confinement

The crystalline morphology under confinement
and the corresponding molecular dispositions of
crystalline chains have thus drawn intensive atten-
tion in order to understand the confined crystalliza-
tion behavior. In this study, a peculiar crystalline texture
under confinement, a trilayer syndiotactic polypropy-
lene (sPP) crystalline lamellar morphology in-between
vitrified polystyrene (PS) confinement in the poly-
styrene-b-syndiotactic polypropylene (PS-sPP) diblock
copolymers, was observed for the first time. We believe
that this may provide new insights into crystalline
geometrics under nanoscale spatial confinement.

Interestingly, the isothermally crystallized sPP
crystallites under hard confinement (namely, the
crystallization of sPP was carried out within the
strong-segregated and vitrified PS microdomains)
exhibit an unusual morphology, a trilayer crystalline
lamellae in the microphase-separated sPP lamellar
microdomains, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The PS microdo-
mains appear relatively dark after preferential stain-
ing by RuO4; by comparison the amorphous parts of
sPP appear gray after staining, whereas the crys-
talline parts of sPP exhibit significant contrast as
bright regions due to a slow staining rate for dense
sPP crystallites. As observed, the double-length-scale
multilayered morphology in the TEM micrograph
results in two sets of FFT scattering patterns: a set of

low q ratio diffractions with 1:2:3:4:5 attributed to the
ordered microphase-separated lamellae and a high q
value attributed to the periodic sPP crystalline lamellae.

To study the crystallographic details of crys-
talline sPP crystallites under confinement, the orient-
ed samples of microphase-separated microdomains
were prepared as described above. Figures 2(a)-(c)
show 2D SAXS patterns taken along the shear, the
vorticity, and the gradient directions designated as x,
y, and z, respectively. For SAXS patterns along the x
and y directions, both patterns are practically identi-
cal; showing typical scattering results for distinct
microphase-separated lamellar morphology with a
q* ratio of 1:2 being observed. Corresponding 2D
WAXD results along the x, y, and z directions (Fig.
2(d)-(f )) on the aligned sample were also obtained.
Similar to the SAXS results, these results indicate that
the sPP crystallites under hard confinement form
specific crystalline orientation with respect to the
shear-induced oriented microphase-separated lamel-
lar microdomains. Combining the corresponding
SAXS and WAXD scattering results, the specific scat-
tering features suggest an in-plane orientation for
the crystalline sPP at which the molecular chains of
crystalline sPP are perpendicular to the microphase-
separated lamellae, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1:   (a) TEM image of a thin section of
oriented PS-sPP after sPP crystalline at 50˚C for
10 min from microphase-separated ordered melt
at 180˚C, stained with RuO4 for 30 min. (b) A
magnification of one part of TEM image in which
discrete trilayer sPP crystalline under confine-
ment is observed. (c) Fast Fourier transform pat-
terns of TEM image.

Fig. 2:  X-ray scattering patterns of oriented PS-sPP
samples isothermally crystallized at 50˚C from micro-
phase-separated ordered melt at 180˚C: (a) 2D SAXS
obtained when X-ray beam is x-direction; (b) 2D SAXS
along y-direction; (c) 2D SAXS along z-direction; (d) 2D
WAXD along x-direction; (e) 2D WAXD along y-direc-
tion; (f ) 2D WAXD along z-direction.



From 1D SAXS profiles (not shown), the long
period of microphase-separated lamellae is deter-
mined ca. 39.5 nm. Based on the determined long
period and the volume fraction of sPP block (fsPP

v),
the self-assembled lamellar thickness of the sPP
block (ds

PP) is determined as 23.0 nm. Also, the long
period of sPP crystalline lamellae is determined ca.
10.0 nm. Combining the results of crystallographic
studies and the measured crystallinity, the crystalline
lamellar thickness of sPP crystallites is determined ca.
3.0 nm according to the densities of crystalline sPP
(ρc = 0.9 g/cm3), and amorphous sPP (ρa = 0.854
g/cm3) on the assumptions of one-dimensional den-
sity profile for the sPP crystallites. As a result, the
molecular dispositions of the sPP crystalline lamellae
under confinement are illustrated in Fig. 3. As shown,
the trilayer sPP crystalline lamellae are formed within
the confined microdomains, and grown as equiva-
lent crystalline thickness. On the basis of simple geo-
metric argument and the crystallinity value, the sPP
molecular chains in crystalline phase roughly appear
as three-chain-traverse crystalline lamellae near the
edge of sPP microdomain and one and a half chain-
traverse crystalline lamellae in the middle of sPP
microdomain for one single sPP chain. In addition, we
calculate the reduced tethering density (ca. 24.4) ac-
cording to the proposed schematic illustration on the
basis of tethering definition. Those results suggest
that the sPP chains in the microphase-separated micro-
domains indeed appear as highly stretched chains
under thermodynamic consideration. To our know-
ledge, this unique morphology has not been observed
in polymeric crystallization under confinement.

Tailor-Made Polymer Crystals under One-dimen-
sional Nanoscale Confinement

In this contribution, we focus on crystallization in
lamellar-forming, semi-crystalline block copolymers
with vitrified environments and strong segregation

limits. A series of semi-crystalline block copolymers,
poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(ε-caprolactone)
(P4VP-PCL), with lamellar microstructure are synthe-
sized. Owing to the “effective confinement” in the
P4VP-PCL systems with a hard confinement (TODT>
Tg

a>Tc
c) and strong segregation (high (χN)Tc value)

for crystallization, the PCL crystallization is conduct-
ed in-between vitrified P4VP lamellar microdomains.
Consequently, polymeric crystallization can be tai-
lored within the nanoscale microdomains of block
copolymers. A transformation in nucleation mecha-
nism of isothermal crystallization kinetics, from he-
terogeneous to homogeneous nucleation, with the
decreasing of confined size is identified due to the
frustration on crystal growth. Discrete polymer gra-
nules, which have one nucleus each, in 1D confined
geometry is observed for the first time. This system
thus serves as a model to analyze the impact of con-
fined size in 1D spatial confinement on the crystal-
lization of polymers.

A series of semi-crystalline diblock copolymers,
poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(ε-caprolactone)
(P4VP-b-PCL), were synthesized via living ring open-
ing and atom-transfer radical polymerization in se-
quence. They are designated as VP/CL m/n in which
m and n represent the degree of polymerization of
each constituted block, respectively: VP/CL 146/91
(Mn = 25.9 kg/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.26, fPVP

ν:fPCL
ν= 61:39);

VP/CL 69/46 (Mn = 12.7 kg/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.2, 
fPVP
ν :fPCL

ν= 60:40); VP/CL 56/38 (Mn = 10.2 kg/mol,
Mw/Mn = 1.17, fPVP

ν:fPCL
ν= 60:40); VP/CL 42/25 (Mn =

7.3 kg/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.17, fPVP
ν :fPCL

ν= 63:37). The
amorphous P4VP matrix has a glass transition tem-
perature of 130˚C, which is higher than the melting
point of PCL crystallites by at least 60˚C (i.e., hard
confinement). For comparison purpose, we synthe-
sized four PCL “homopolymers” (labeled hCL n, in
which n represents the degree of polymerization of
PCL) having a molecular weight (MW) equal to that
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Fig. 3:  Schematic representation of the chain dispositions of trilayer sPP crystalline lamellae under the confinement of
vitrified PS.



of the corresponding PCL block, thus Mn
PCL = 2.9, 4.4,

5.4 and 10.6 kg/mol, respectively. The polydispersi-
ties of all samples are less than 1.1.

For P4VP-b-PCL diblock copolymers, the microphase-
separated lamellae were examined with small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) from a synchrotron (Fig. 4).
1D SAXS patterns yield long periods of microphase-
separated lamellae according to an expression D =
2π/q* in which q* is the position of the principal fea-
ture. Combining the long periods and the volume frac-
tions of PCL blocks (fPCL

ν), the PCL lamellae (dPCL) are
approximately 4.7 (VP/CL 42/25), 6 (VP/CL 56/38), 8.8
(VP/CL 69/46) and 11 nm (VP/CL 146/91) therein, respec-
tively. The TODT values of the block copolymers were
above 200˚C. As a result, the microphase-separated
lamellae having various long periods can be obtained
upon varying the MW of the block copolymers.

Figure 5 indicates only a slight dependence of Tf

on the MW of PCL homopolymers. This suggests that
the effect of MW on non-isothermal crystallization
kinetics is negligible. By contrast, we found a signifi-
cant variation of Tf of PCL blocks crystallized in con-
fined lamellae because of the confinement effect.
The Tf of the PCL blocks is usually lower than that of
homopolymers. However, a much more significant
decrease of Tf was observed when the dimension of
the confined size became less than 8 nm. For a 4.7-nm
dimension, PCL blocks cannot crystallize upon cool-

ing. Strikingly, the 8-nm dimension corresponds to
the crystalline lamellar thickness of homopolymers
in most of the crystallization temperature region
(10~45˚C). An obvious question that arises: is the
crystalline stem size (lC

PCL) comparable with confined
size (dPCL).

The dependence of crystallization halftime (t1/2)
on TC and dPCL (i.e., confined size) was further exa-
mined. In Fig. 6(a), the upward shift of t1/2(TC) upon
decreasing dPCL from 11 (VP/CL 146/91) to 8.8 nm
(VP/CL 69/46) reflects a significant effect of confined
size on the rate of crystallization. Moreover, for high
crystallization temperatures this effect becomes more
pronounced when compared to the corresponding
homopolymer having the same MW. We speculate
that crystallization at high temperatures, close to Tm

o

of the PCL crystals, favors the growth of thicker
crystalline stems with less chain folding. This process
is however limited by the energetic barriers arising
from the existing confinement: crystallization kinet-
ics of thicker crystalline stems would result in smaller
growth rates. Furthermore, the t1/2(TC) curve of poly-
mer crystallization shifted significantly to lower tem-
perature when the confined size was decreased to 6
nm, for which the thickness of crystalline PCL stems
was decreased to ~5 nm, as evidenced in Fig. 6(b).
Once the confined size becomes smaller than the
thickness (7~8 nm) of the heterogeneous nucleation-
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Fig. 4:  1D SAXS profiles of VP/CL copolymers in
the melt at 80˚C. They indicate lamellar micro-
domains for diblock copolymers according to dif-
fraction peaks at q ratios 1:2:3:4.

Fig. 5:  Log-log plots of dPCL (solid triangles) and
crystalline PCL stem thickness, lC

PCL, (open
triangles) as a function of NPCL for different MW
and two plots of Tf versus logarithmic NPCL of
PCL blocks (solid circles) and PCL homopolymers
(open circles). The inset shows a crystallization
exotherm, Tf, of VP/CL 146/91 (cooling rate: 
-10˚C/min from the melt at 80˚C).



tailored crystalline stem in the conventional cry-
stallization range (10~45˚C), a large undercooling is
required to form the thin crystalline stems upon
homogeneous nucleation. As many nucleation sites
are created at lower TC, the primary nucleation
density is very high; hence little crystal growth is
needed to complete crystallization and random
crystalline orientation is obtained.

Results of TEM experiments and 2D SAXS/WAXD
patterns, shown in Fig. 7 (a)~(c), confirm the hypoth-
esis of homogeneous nucleation-tailored the overall
kinetics of crystallization. Close scrutiny of the TEM
image indicated that the PCL crystalline regions are
present as discrete single granules. Each single gra-
nule “self-created” through homogeneous nucleation
has one nucleus of thickness approximately 5 nm.
Crystallization within such discrete sphere-like granu-
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Fig. 6:  (a) Dependence of half-time of isothermal cry-
stallization on temperature and (b) lamellar thickness,
lC

PCL, of crystalline PCL stems as a function of TC for
P4PV-b-PCL diblock copolymers and PCL homopoly-
mers. Horizontal lines denote the confined sizes. The
characteristic thicknesses of crystalline PCL stems for
diblock copolymers were estimated from plots of
inverse crystal lamellar thickness versus melting tempe-
rature from evolution of SAXS data.

Fig. 7:  (a) TEM image of a thin section of oriented
VP/CL 56/38 after PCL crystallization at -10˚C within
self-assembled lamellae of size 6 nm stained with RuO4,
in which discrete sphere-like granules and a necklace-
like morphology (strings of beads) are identifiable;
these necklace-like morphologies might result from
overlapping discrete sphere-like granules in projection.
2D anisotropic SAXS (b) and powder-ringed WAXD (c)
patterns with X-ray beams along the X-direction (shear
direction) are shown. (d) The top-right drawing repre-
sents sphere-like crystalline PCL stems. Dotted circles
illustrate possible granules self-created through homo-
geneous nucleation. (e) TEM image of a thin section of
oriented VP/CL 146/91 after crystallization at 20˚C; the
microdomains of P4VP are dark (stained with RuO4),
whereas microdomains of PCL are light. 2D anisotropic
SAXS (f ) and fiber-like WAXD (g) patterns with X-ray
beams along the X-direction are shown. The observed
WAXD reflections were indexed by an orthorhombic
unit cell with dimensions a = 0.7096 nm, b = 0.4974 nm
and c = 1.7297 nm. (h) The bottom-right drawing repre-
sents a probable structure of the slab crystalline PCL stem.



les is analogous to homogeneous nucleation of poly
(ethylene oxide) (PEO) confined to the spherical
microdomains of highly asymmetric block copoly-
mers. If we assume that the diameter of each spheri-
cal-like granule is about 6 nm in diameter (Fig. 7(d)),
the nucleation density (Nρ) would be ca. 3.5×1018

nuclei/cm3 (according to Nρ=fPCL
ν/VS

PCL, in which
VS

PCL is the average volume of an isolated granule).
This very high nucleation density, which far exceeds
the heterogeneous nucleation density typically
found in homopolymers, makes homogeneous nu-
cleation the rate-determining process. The single
slab PCL crystals observed in Fig. 7(e) differ remark-
ably from homogeneously nucleated crystallites,
indicating that upon varying the confined size the
dimensions of crystallites can be tailored by nucle-
ation processes. The observed morphology demon-
strates that the crystal growth starting from the he-
terogeneous nucleus can spread over the scale of a
few tens of micrometers along the lamellar micro-
domains with a confined size greater than 8nm, which
is in line with the interpretation based on the sig-
moidal crystallization kinetics. Such a large confined
space (e.g. 11 nm) allows perpendicular orientation
of the crystalline PCL stems (Fig. 7(f )-(h)).

In summary, we have shown that the size of con-
fined microdomains can be used to finely manipulate
the crystallization kinetics in block copolymers. The
effective confinement alters the nucleation mecha-
nism from heterogeneous nucleation to homoge-
neous nucleation, and thus provides a new approach
to control the polymer crystallization. The depen-
dence of polymer crystallization behavior on con-
fined size may be extended to explore some funda-
mental aspects of nucleation and develop strategies
to tailor the nucleation process of crystallizing mate-
rials under nanoscale 1D confinement.
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